€168,000

Apartment in Fréjus,
83600, Fréjus, Var, Provence-Alpes-Côte D'azur

Ref: 3016137

* Available * 1 Bed * 1 Bath * 37.65m2
Modern Apartment in Fréjus and not too far to the coast and close to motorways and trains!

Connections to trains and Airports via the A 8

Golf Courses locally

Tennis in Villages

Near Shopping

le parc naturel regional du Verdon

Wine District

Local Markets

Beach and sailing close

1 private parking space

1 cellar.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1225 463752

Email: info@francemedia.com

FranceMediaLtd, Cambridge House,Henry Street, Bath, BA11JS, United Kingdom

Property Description
In a small residence of 19 lots, in front of the hospital, near the motorway, TGV train station and supermarket
access on foot, T2 of 37.65 m² on the 2nd floor with elevator, including 1 entrance hall with cupboards and
wardrobe, WC, 1 living room giving on terrace of 9,65 m ², 1 American kitchen equipped with benefits of great
quality, 1 room with room of modern water, 1 closet-wardrobe.
1 private parking space, 1 cellar. Calm assured. Views and not overlooked.
The new French region of Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur has got to be the most famous in the world, and
there's good reason for it. Not just the climate, but the countryside that inspired many artists and writers.
Go from the Opulence of Monte Carlo to the rugged hills and valleys behind. Golf, tennis and sailing never
too far away. Behind the coast, but never far from the bright lights down on the Mediterranean. Nice
Airport is about 45 minutes away, while Les Arcs station is 30 minutes. Never far from smart shops, cafés,
restaurants and supermarkets. Lots of daily markets here and in the charming villages behind here.
Alistair Lockhart. Property Director, FrenchEntrée
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